INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR MORTISE 01WM OUTSIDE TRIM
01WM TRIM INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

NOTES:
1) Mortise lock NOT supplied with TRIM device.
2) For a retrofit application, remove lock and device before installing new trim.
3) LHR installation shown (Reverse all steps for RHR).

STEPS 1: PREP DOOR

1 TRIM side: Use plastic template to mark and drill TRIM holes

Mark HOLES

Mark trim holes
Mark trim holes
Mark trim holes
Mark trim holes

Drill 3/8" diameter holes thru trim side only, 4 places

Mark centerline for trim 40" above finished floor

STEP 2: INSTALL TRIM DEVICE

2 Install TRIM device

#1/4 Lockwasher
#1/4-20 Sex nuts

Install backplate with (4) "A" screws

TRIM INSTALLATION COMPLETE
2. For modular cable devices, see electrical instructions for cable routing.